Improved biomolecular detection based on a plasmonic nanoporous gold film fabricated by oblique angle deposition.
We demonstrated an enhanced surface plasmon resonance (SPR) detection by incorporating a nanoporous gold film on a thin gold substrate. Nanoscale control of thickness and roughness of the nanoporous layer was successfully accomplished by oblique angle deposition. In biosensing experiments, the results obtained by biotin-streptavidin interaction showed that SPR samples with a nanoporous gold layer provided a notable sensitivity improvement compared to a conventional bare gold film, which is attributed to an excitation of local plasmon field and an increased surface reaction area. Imaging sensitivity enhancement factor was employed to estimate an overall sensor performance of the fabricated samples and an optimal SPR structure was determined. Our approach is intended to show the feasibility and extend the applicability of the nanoporous gold film-mediated SPR biosensor to diverse biomolecular binding events.